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International law firm BCLP today announced the addition of new Partner Matthew Royko to the

Real Estate Department. He joins BCLP in the Atlanta office.

Matthew focuses his practice on real estate banking and finance matters, specifically the areas of

secured and unsecured lending transactions and acquisition financings. He has represented lenders

in REIT financings as well as mezzanine and conduit loans. His clients have included syndicate

banks, agents and international corporations in bi-lateral and syndicated acquisitions and working

capital financings. 

A substantial portion of Mr. Royko's practice involves representing loan servicers in connection with

loan assumptions, preferred equity investments and transfers of interest transactions. He has also

represented buyers and sellers of commercial properties and raw land.

“Matt’s addition to our global Real Estate Practice will benefit our clients firmwide,” said US Regional

Leader - Commercial Real Estate Andrew Auerbach. “His broad experience across the full range of

real estate financing, will complement our practice nicely. We are very happy to welcome him to

BCLP and look forward to the expansion of new and existing relationships.”

Matthew joins from Dentons.
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MEET THE TEAM

This material is not comprehensive, is for informational purposes only, and is not legal advice. Your use or receipt

of this material does not create an attorney-client relationship between us. If you require legal advice, you should

consult an attorney regarding your particular circumstances. The choice of a lawyer is an important decision and

should not be based solely upon advertisements. This material may be “Attorney Advertising” under the ethics and

professional rules of certain jurisdictions. For advertising purposes, St. Louis, Missouri, is designated BCLP’s

principal office and Kathrine Dixon (kathrine.dixon@bclplaw.com) as the responsible attorney.
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